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Enter a magical world of fairies, mermaids, storybook princesses, and faraway lands! Â Artist

Hannah Lynnâ€™s whimsical drawings have been delighting fans around the world for close to a

decade. This ultimate collection coloring book features 50 fan favorite illustrations of classic

storybook characters like Snow White, Alice in Wonderland, and the Wizard of Oz, as well as a

unique collection of mermaids, fairies, and more for kids and adults alike to color and enjoy. Join in

on the fun!Â  Â 
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Hannah Lynn is a self-taught American artist, working out of her home studio in Idaho Falls, Idaho.

She has been selling her artwork online, at events, and through licensed products since 2006. She

grew up in Northern California, where she first discovered her love of art. Like many artists, she has

been obsessed with drawing and coloring for as long as she can remember! Her first paid freelance

job was when she was just 11 years old (providing a colored pencil drawing of an American Bald

Eagle for her science teacherâ€™s son as a birthday gift).When she wasnâ€™t at school, doing

homework, or doing chores, she was drawing, writing, reading, or making something. She earned

her Associates Degree in Business in 2007.Â 

This is such a cute book of girly-girl designs. There are 50 different designs, each with its own cute

big-eyed girl. Some of the girls reflect fantasy and some are just cute girls. Each and every one of



them is a fantastic opportunity to play with color and to style the design your own special way. I

believe this is the first time Hannah Lynn has had a book of designs available in book form. The

others that I have were purchased directly and were not books. This grouping is the top 50 fan

favorites  so the best of the best (at least thus far!)At the front of the book, there are

thumbnails that show you the pictures in order and also what their names are. I think this is a great

way of doing a table of contents and I really appreciate that the names aren't printed on the design

page. If I choose to put them there, this will give me an opportunity to do it my way.The book is

printed on one side of thin but nice grade white paper. The pages are not perforated but the artist

has put a double frame around each design with enough room so you can cut a page out without

damaging the design. The binding is glued rather than sewn and I was able to break the spine

enough to get the book to lay fairly flat to make coloring while leaving the page in the book a little

easier.All of my markers bled through the paper. All of my gel pens left a shadow on the backside of

the page. My coloring pencils worked really well with this paper as it is nicer than basic grade. If you

want to use markers or gel pens, I suggest putting a heavyweight paper behind the page you are

working on to keep the ink from seeping further into the book. As the back of the page is blank, you

won't be ruining another design.

I absolutely LOVE this book! I have colored so many pages and I know this is one of these books

that I will color ALL of the pages some day. There isn't a single page that I found in this book that I

thought to myself, "Nah, I don't really like this one."The girls are beautiful. The lines are thick making

this a very good book for beginners or advanced artists. Some pages are much easier than others

while there are many pages that give a great challenge to those who've been coloring for years.The

pages are single sided throughout the book. I would still suggest a few pieces of paper or heavier

cardstock underneath the pages you're coloring because the paper isn't very thick and you could

bleed through to the next page.There are a total of 50 different girls to color. Each one has a title

and name. In the beginning of the book there are two pages of reference pictures with small

thumbnails of all the pages in the book with the title of the girl and name.I love these books so much

I've bought her other two books also. Hannah Lynn is a beautiful artist and I hope she continues to

make these girls because I absolutely love drawing and coloring with them.

The design in this coloring book are wonderful, there is not one that I want enjoy coloring. I love

every big eyed girls, they are so much fun to color.You will find fifty beautiful big eyed girl in this

coloring book, each one only on one side of the page. I love that about this book. This is a great



coloring book for teenagers and adults alike. I would not put this in the hands of anyone younger the

design are just to nice for kids to squabble in.Even though I love every design in this coloring book,

they are so nice but, I just can't give this coloring book five stars review because of the very poor

quality of paper used to make this book. The paper is so thin you can see the next design under the

one you are working on.I used coloring pencil, gel pens to color in this book with a thick cardstock

between each page to protect the next design. I would not use markers because of the thin paper.

The paper barely holds up under the use of gel pens, it's look like to much water paint was

used.Great design but bad paper. I recommend this coloring book because I love the design. Just

wish they used better paper.

I absolutely love this coloring book. It has the perfect mix of simple and complicated images, on

single sided sheets and they're all absolutely beautiful!

The new must have in adult coloring and Hannah Lynn fans. This book is packed full of incredible

artwork that will guarantee hours of fun, relaxation and creativity. And yes we adults are entitled to

sit and fill our lives with color and no experience necessary :) The hardest thing is choosing which

page to start first.

Love this character and this book! Coloring in this book really takes me away to a quiet and serene

place! I light a candle, grab a glass of wine and color my cares away!!! I'm learning the skill of

coloring skin tones with the help of Hannah Lynn!!!

Very happy with it. One of my favorite coloring books.

Love, love, LOVE! I could spend days sitting and coloring these girls if I didn't have kids to take care

of lol.
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